




a chaos of desire
May 2022, Sam writes: Looking at my old cassettes of dubs of the material for the
album, this is the timeline as best as I can piece it together:

April 1989 — first recording  
January 1990 — back from Miami, cassette with Vicki rough mixes
March 1990 — back from Miami again, cassette with Oscar rough mixes
May-June 1990 — mix the album
October 1990 — cassette of DigiPrep album master
March 1991? — exact ‘91 release date uncertain 

It’s hard to remember much about this period of my life. Unhappiness,
anxiety, stress... it sort of wipes the memory clean. I read about that once: the
memory doesn’t get stored, only the emotion of the moment. The unhappiness,
the depression. I think that’s part of why I let A chaos of desire’s CD go out of
print for 20ish years. I love the music. I love the album. I love the darkness and
the dense, intense mood. I love what Oscar, Julianna and Vicki did on this album.
And yet, I let it vanish for a long time because of the unresolved emotions of that
moment. There were also technical/audio aspects I was unhappy with; I will get
back to that in a minute.

In 2020 when putting together the memorabilia fanzine for the Ashes in the
brittle air Kickstarter, I Facebook messaged with Lak, my best friend in college.
He’s Thai and lives in Bangkok. We reflected on that late-80s era when we were
just out of college and I created these albums.  

Sam: I used to get so obsessed about women who weren’t interested.
Definitely angsty. Always aimed in the wrong direction. : )

Lak: Yeah, I don’t miss obsessing over people I can’t have.
Sam: Well yeah. We were 20-25 years old. We definitely had a lot to figure out! 
Lak: We were really young.

I think this exchange sums up what I was going through in the ’89-90 period
when recording A chaos of desire. I was 24. I was obsessed with a couple of
people who weren’t interested in me. It seems reductive to simplify the
inspiration for a work of art to these basic and mundane elements, something as
simple as, “She really wasn’t into you.” I think it’s testimony to creativity that music
and lyrics that seem to have deep and universal feelings are drawn from everyday
occurrences. There’s a quote from Anaïs Nin that sums this up:

“The personal, if it is deep enough, 
becomes universal, mythical, symbolic.”

That’s the case here. When I read these lyrics and stories at 56, I have advice
for that 24-year-old guy, the advice I’d give my 20-year-old son if/when he comes
to me with the same angst, the same obsession, the same lack of clarity on human
relationships. Back then I only had other 24-year-olds to turn to. They weren’t
giving me any answers.

I poeticized rejection, obsession, frustration.
These problems became gigantic epic battles — the drama the characters

confronted. They fought for truth, and trust, and purity. And usually lost, swept
under by the waves.

Nightmares are better than no dreams at all.



Back to the creation of the music.
I must admit I was pretty ambivalent about my mixes when I was finished;

I was angsty and moody, unhappy with it. I was working a lot of freelance
computer graphics jobs at the time; I was busy and often out of town. I set the
mixes aside for three months. When I came back to them I decided it was the
best I could do with the equipment and skills I had. I was frustrated and didn’t
want to dive in again. At the time, I recorded on half-inch 8-track tape, controlled
the synths via Midi, and mixed through a 12-channel Tapco board with noisy
faders. There wasn’t computer automation for the mixdown back then. These
songs were difficult. Tracks like “The hypocrite is me” and “Tear love from my
mind” required many adjustments on the board; a single track on the 8-track had
different instruments at different points, and it wasn’t easy to get it right. I gave up.
I didn’t want to go through another hell-week of mixing and more disappointment.

I mastered the album at DigiPrep in Hollywood in October of 1990. Dan
mastered a lot of the big hits of the day, but there were EQ issues we didn’t
resolve. He had a sonic perspective I’d call “L.A.-bright” which didn’t make sense
for this music; it was a battle to control the shrillness. Plus he was out of his mind.
Not sure if it was coke or what, but he was a pain in the ass. It was difficult to get
him to listen to what I wanted and meet my needs vs. what he thought should
be done. Mastering guy with a rock star ego! Sigh.

While I’ve always loved the depth and darkness of the songs and the
performances, I felt it could have sounded better. There were places where the
vocals got buried, and places where I just sucked at engineering the recording
(“Pandora’s box” sounds much better now that it has good compression and the
lower end is warmed to balance the vocals at the top.) The album was really too
much for my skillset at that point.

I often wonder what Blacktape would have sounded like if I had recorded
in an actual studio, on 24 track, with an engineer. And a producer. It would have
been a different sound and a different album. Of course, I wouldn’t want to
change what we did. Still, it is an interesting mind exercise.

Even though Chaos is probably my favorite of the first four albums — the
early period — I let the CD go out of print years ago. I think that was an
unconscious sign of my unresolved ambivalence. 31 years after the release, I love
the album and the performances. It’s been great working with Martin Bowes of
Attrition to create the remastered edition which sounds the way I always wanted.

This is the order in which the songs were started, based on the first time I
dubbed a mix from the synths or multi-track to cassette:

4/22/89 #4 Tear love from my mind (“Piano thing”)   
5/2/89 #10 How can you forget love? 
5/6/89 #9 Of these reminders 
5/10/89 #3 Pandora’s box  
6/7/89 #1 These fleeting moments  
6/13/89 #12 Could I stay the honest one?    
6/18/89 #5 The hypocrite is me 
8/5/89 #7 We watch our sad-eyed angel fall  
8/8/89 #6 Beneath the icy floe  
8/14/89 #2 A chaos of desire  
8/30/89 #8 One last breath  
10/2/89 #11 Chains of color 



Though “Tear love from my mind” was the first track I worked on, it was
actually the last one to get on the album. It was named “Piano thing” and sat
ignored. The Ashes-leftover “Griffith park” was usually track 4 on the cassettes
where I would test the album flow. Near the end of recording the music I must
have realized “Griffith” was too peppy for this album. In October after I wrote
“Chains of color,” I dug through my demo mixes and found “Piano thing” and
brought it back to life. Thus, the last two additions to the album were both piano
songs. Interestingly (as revealed in a letter to Rain below) the words for “Chains
of color” were begun during The Rope-era.

Here’s something I’ve never shared, that I thought somebody might uncover
on their own: “We watch our sad-eyed angel fall” was a reference to part of Elie
Weisel’s Night. From the internet: “Weisel’s faith is already severely shaken by
the horrors he witnessed in Auschwitz. Yet seeing this innocent boy, this ‘sad-eyed
angel’ suffer so much during his death, symbolizes the death of God to Weisel.”
There’s also a Kafka reference in “Could i stay the honest one?” that is revealed
in the final interview in this zine.

20 February 2022 interview with Sam & Oscar
Jeff from Florida Sound Archive moderated an hour-long YouTube interview with
Oscar and me — https://youtu.be/fMCU9lanH9c — Here is an excerpt, truncated,
edited, & augmented:

Jeff: Speaking about the memory, going back to putting it all together… what
do you remember of the recording of that album, getting all the players on the
board? Take us back to that time.

Oscar: It’s interesting to listen to Chaos now because you kind of forget
about bits over time, and it sounds really nice.

Sam: I had to dig through my old cassettes to remember the sequence of
things; it was recorded over about a year-long period. The main thing I remember
is the angst I felt at the time. The unhappiness with relationships which sort of
poured into the lyrics. And then over time it’s like my brain deleted everything. I
was just getting out of college, trying to get a job, it felt like such a miserable time.
To me the music has the personality from that period which is the main thing I
remember, not the events of recording it. 

Julianna, who sings lead on two songs, came to Orange County from Tucson.
Vicki in Miami plays on it. It’s hard to really picture much about the process now.
I know I recorded on a half-inch 8-track, I mixed it through a really old Tapco
board. But it’s really hard to piece together the events of the recording. 

Jeff: And Oscar, you being in Miami and Sam at this point you had already
moved out west to California?

Sam: Yeah-yeah. I moved out in ’86. So, this was after 4 years out there.
Jeff: So how did you bring everyone together to get their parts on the album?
Sam: Well back then I would mail a cassette, right Oscar?
Oscar: Yeah
Sam: … with me poorly singing the songs as a guide for what I wanted Oscar

to do. I’ve always loved Oscar’s voice, and knew what Oscar could do with the songs.
Oscar took the guides and practiced with them. Then we record in the studio.

Oscar: That was always my favorite challenge. Taking what Sam was singing,
figuring out the melody, figuring out what he wanted to do with it and then taking
it from there. The guide tracks were always good enough and close enough that I
knew which way you wanted to go.



Jeff: It would be interesting at some point to hear those guide tracks…
Sam: Oh no. (laughs)
Oscar: Sam, do you think we should release that stuff?
Sam: I have ideas about not doing that! (laughs) 

Sam: The violinist on “Beneath the
icy floe,” “We watch,” “Hypocrite is me” is
Vicki Richards who I met through a
Miami-based artist named SLAP. She
played on a couple tracks on his records,
and I honestly don’t know how we got
in touch. She played on three or four of
the Blacktape albums. I recorded with
her down in Miami.

Oscar: Was Chaos the first album
that Vicki played on?

Sam: Yeah
Oscar: Yeah, she was a find! She had

an Indian and Classical background,
she’s a phenomenal player. That was a
major find, having her.

Sam: She was classically trained, and
then she got sick of being in the orchestra
and went to India for a while to get that
side of it. And she added a lot to the
band, to have a… I mean, I hope I don’t
forget somebody when I say this, but
Vicki was the first really-talented
musician to play in the band where their
musical parts just stood out.

Oscar: And kudos to her for playing
different types of music. That she would play with SLAP, that she would play with
Blacktape, that she would play Indian classical music. And she was open to all of it.

Sam: And she has her own records too, maybe five of them.
Jeff: Did the violin parts for this album just come together?
Sam: Vicki improvised everything. Vicki would play a part and I would be

like “Oh my god!” or (with even more enthusiasm:) “Oh wow!!” It was just
unexpected. She would play this thing! And we were limited to the 8-track, it
wasn’t like we could try something different, because you’d have to erase that
performance she just did. Almost always it was first or second take of something
that Vicki played which became that melodic part that weaved around my music
I had already recorded. Working with talented people is so nice.

Julianna had a band named Skinner Box. We got in touch possibly because I
was doing my mail-order and she sent the LP for me to sell in the catalog. I asked
Julianna if she would sing on the record. I think Julianna and Oscar’s voices are
more similar than Sue and Oscar’s voices, I think they really work well together
on the album. When you’re singing backing for her or she’s singing backing for
you, the mesh of the two voices was really nice together.

Oscar: She had a really beautiful voice. A smoky, pretty voice. 
With every recording we’ve ever done the singers have not been in the same

room. It’s someone who recorded in a different city, and me trying to pretend
I’m singing back up or answer a phrase they already recorded. I think the voices
blended well, and I’ve always been pleased that the feel of it is people together
in a room, which never was the case. 

Vicki Richards



Sam: Oscar, when we recorded A chaos of desire, which of your bands was
going at the time?

Oscar: I was between bands, actually. The Sleep of Reason broke up in ‘85
and it wasn’t until ‘90 that I had another band. So, in ‘89 I wasn’t in any band.

Sam: So, the first four Blackt ape albums you were between Florida bands?
Oscar: Correct. Those four albums before Picasso Trigger which became Halo.
Sam: When I moved to California and I was first writing lyrics, I asked myself,

“Who can sing these the way I wish I could sing these?” Oscar was immediately
the person I asked. I’m not a singer. I write the melodies, but this way I could write
songs that were more dramatic and had more range because I knew Oscar could
do that. It was always in mind that you were who I wanted to sing what I wrote.

Jeff: How were you feeling, Oscar? Were you looking forward to it?
Oscar: I was always looking forward to it. I was always thankful that Sam

involved me because it meant I was still doing something musical. Even though
I wasn’t playing live and I didn’t have my own band, I was still doing something.

Jeff: Do you remember any conversations in the studio to calibrate what you
were getting from Oscar?

Sam: Oscar learned the tracks, and I think a lot of the songs you did straight
through one take, right? First take or second take because you knew the song and
what to do. That’s sort of different from other vocalists I’ve worked with who might
record a few lines at a time. Oscar you did them as if you were performing them?

Oscar: (Nods) And the interesting thing with singing for Blacktape was the
style that I sang with you is not the style I sang with my own bands. Because my
own bands tended to be more rock. With Blacktape I could be more...
melodramatic? I don’t know. But whatever it was I liked that aspect of it.

Sam: And I knew you could do that, which is why I would write it that way.
“The hypocrite is me” is lyrically very melodramatic.

Oscar: There’s a through line for that category of song, “Scream my shallow”
“The hypocrite is me,” and which is the one on Remnants of a deeper purity? The
long one?

Sam: “For you will burn your wings upon the sun…”
Oscar: That one! Those three songs to me are really melodramatic, and I love

singing those kinds of songs. And it’s like, “Ok, here we go! I’m just gonna belt
this one out…”

Sam: Definitely.

Jeff: Was this a very personal album for you?
Sam: I think the first four albums are very personal lyrically, it was really…

ah... I guess I would now say, immaturity, in a way. I was not saying to myself, “Hey
this relationship just isn’t working. You gotta move on.” There was a lot of
obsession and trying to make things work that shouldn’t or couldn’t. And so, a
lot of it is about betrayal, and losing faith and losing trust and dishonesty. What
Oscar’s performing isn’t about just that little relationship that didn’t work. It has
bigger feelings that carry through. And I think listeners connected to those types
of feelings.

Oscar: And as a singer the interesting thing is I had to be an actor too.
Pretending like it was a play and I was filling in Sam’s role. And act out the part he
was trying to express. It’s not just singing it, but acting it. It’s wasn’t an emotion I
was going through but I had to get into it.

Sam: I was very fortunate that I had great singers who could translate that
and bring out what I was trying to say.

Oscar: I’ve always liked the theatrical aspect of Blacktape. I’ve never been
one who believes you should tone it down. If you gotta do it over the top, do it



over the top. (laughs) Especially if you’re
trying to express these kinds of emotions.

Sam: And as you say, over the top
worked in Blacktape, where it might not
work in another band.

Oscar: Correct. You gotta dig in.

Jeff: One of the reviews on Wikipedia
talks about Oscar’s delivery of lyrics “in a
deep self-loathing with command.”

Oscar: Oh yeah. ‘Self-loathing,’ I love
that. (laughs)

Sam: I don’t think I personally felt self-
loathing that I thought I projected out to
people at the time, but within the songs
there might have been some of that. I
remember Oscar coming to the studio and
ready to go. But it’s not like we spent time
hanging out together outside of the studio.
I really have no idea how I came across
when we met in those brief instances.

Oscar: You did not come across as a
self-loathing individual, I’ll tell you that. I
didn’t get that vibe at all.

The process of recording always seemed to be very speedy, that we got in
there, did the work, and we were both pleased with the results. It was always a
fun process to have this sketch from Sam and add to the sketch. It was always a
pleasurable, creative process.

Sam: And would you say it was maybe three hours in the studio for this
album, Oscar?

Oscar: Max, yeah.
Sam: You read about The Rolling Stones going to the Bahamas for a month

to get an album done. I had done the work to record the songs beforehand, and
you knew what to do and knew what you wanted to do. This was the session
when we had extra time at the end and recorded one of your songs. I then took
the tapes back to Orange County to mix. And now when I look at what’s on the
tape on a song, there’s a vocal track and maybe a backing vocal track. We had it
done at that point in the studio. We got it done in a short period of time and it
sounds great, what you did back then. 

This article is out of chronological order. I placed it here because it’s a good 
overview.  Based on clues in the pages I saved, this is probably late 1991 from a

fanzine named THE BUZZ from Albany, New York, written by Dina Williams. 

After his earlier work was described as existentialist, Sam Rosenthal was
inspired to read Kafka, Sartre, etc. He realized “The individual is not alone in the
world, that we are all struggling along the same sort of path.” His lyrics explore
that struggle as well as loneliness, depression and fear, with some mesmerizingly
clear truths resulting.

It seems fitting that the band’s newest album, A chaos of desire, probes
honesty vs. hypocrisy in relationships. On “The hypocrite is me,” the vocalists sing
“Once I found my inner truths, now I’m lost, I cannot act: still bound by the
rules...” What good is inner peace when you encounter so many barriers?

Sam in the studio with 
Melinda Matthews



Rosenthal’s use of electronics and acoustic instruments is fully realized on
A chaos of desire, where the two are combined. On the band’s last album, Ashes
in the brittle air, there were acoustic songs and electronic songs and rarely did
the two merge. On Chaos, though, the flutes, violins, guitars and electronics are
blended perfectly. The result is almost classical on “We watch our sad-eyed angel
fall” and “Beneath the icy floe.”

Rosenthal uses a revolving lineup of vocalists and musicians from across the
country to convey his themes. Longtime collaborator and Florida-dweller Oscar
Herrera is the male voice of Black tape for a blue girl. But Rosenthal’s songs are
often sung by female vocalists such as Sue-Kenny Smith or Julianna Towns of
Tucson, AZ’s Skinner Box.

Rosenthal doesn’t find it hard to write songs from the female perspective,
and he often doesn’t know who will sing a song when he writes it. “I write from
the feminine side,” he says, “the part inside of me that thinks less masculinely.”

Rosenthal says he writes about feelings rather than taking a topical
approach. Despite the fact that everyone has emotions, he says, “Being in tune
with your feelings, in America, is considered less masculine. Men walk around,
knock things over, generally act brutish, while women cry, they think about
things. I don’t agree with the necessity for distinguishing, but that’s where it
comes from.”

Just as he knows what he wants to say, he also knows how Blacktape should
sound. “I could never work with a producer,” he says. “I know exactly what I want
to hear.” He records at his studio by “pissing around” with violins, vocals,
electronics, etc., then edits when he mixes the songs. Rosenthal cites Attrition,
Brian Eno, and Marc Almond as influences on his own artistic perspective, not
4AD as some critics contend.

He says that although he’s recently become more optimistic than Chaos’
songs indicate, the melancholia that distinguishes Blacktape won’t disappear. Sam
feels that “You should always be questioning and looking forward. You shouldn’t
stop searching.”

12 January 1990. 8:55pm Excerpt from a hand-written letter to my
brother.  I was in Fenton, Missouri, working computer graphics.

Now I put on a tape of A chaos of desire, I’m happy with what I recorded
in Florida…  

I would rather spend my time alone than with people who I couldn’t be
totally honest with. Totally myself. I’ve so much I want to do, I hate wasting my
time at parties or clubs if the people bore me.

I read a book called Venus in Furs by Sacher-Masoch who masochism was
named after (that’s the neurosis of “finding satisfaction in receiving pain.” )…  And
I see how that neurosis has influenced my past actions. But, of course, few people
will fess up to this affliction. It’s just another façade (I just wrote “façades” in big
letters on the title page of my journal — I was trying to come up with a good
description for this time period.)

I think the perception of the façade — and the attempt to tear it away — is
an important part of what my lyrics say. The duality between the world of bullshit
in which we purposefully smother ourselves and the reality which we are hiding
from. Masochism and the other neurosis (and emotions!) are just a big cloud of
lies that we dress ourselves within… so that we can hide. Because it is very
difficult to face ourselves. To really admit who we are. So I’m continually trying
to tear apart the lies… and uncover the so-called “truths” underneath. But the



problems are multi-fold. Often,
you discover that what you
thought was the truth turns out
to be another wall of crap. Or
more lies build up that always
keep the truth out of reach, or
(as I try to delve into on songs
like “The hypocrite is me”) you
realize a certain ‘truth’ about
who you really are or what you
really need. Simultaneously you
convince yourself you can’t do
that thing. Because it’s improper
(like telling someone you love
them, even though they’re dating)
or not logistically feasible (like
living in Florida) or… you see
where I’m getting at?

One reviewer called my
lyrics “emotionally impotent.”
Which is such a cruel insult
that I used it in “Hypocrite” as a
description someone hurled at the character in anger. I disagree with the
reviewer… because I think very deep emotions are within the lyrics. The
characters who are impotent are showing you so much more about themselves
than the ones who put up a successful façade — and trick you into thinking that
they are well balanced.

I’m tearing aside the “stick with it because it’s a routine” façade… and
revealing it for what it truly is: a disaster. I’m willing to risk it. Because if we can’t
patch it together… Than it’s not worth holding onto.

All or nothing. 
Mr. Burn those bridges. 
Don’t burn your bridges before they hatch!

I am always wary that I will make a move (Change. Stay the same. Jump.
Wait.) which might seem like the right plan for the short term… but realize that
it was detrimental to my true desire.

I’m an ogre when it comes to my music. I have a plan. A direction. I know
what does not work. I’m open to a hundred possibilities of what is right. But if I
don’t like it, it’s wrong. I must be this way... In order to be satisfied with my
creation. I’m totally open to creative input, but I also must serve as a filter… to
weed out what isn’t working. Doing anything by committee sucks. No one is ever
truly satisfied. As you saw (when you were at the studio in Davie): it’s shaping
raw elements into my vision. And as long as the people who I’m working with
see that it’s ultimately one vision, it’s a workable relationship.

The malevolent dictator.
Well, “How can you forget love?” is on now. Kim picked the lines out of the

accompanying story, “dancing in spirals… of desire…”
And briefly to Robin… now we are very honest. I continually see so much

about myself — as a result of my thoughts for her (“I’ve misread myself by
misreading my thought for you.”) I am always growing. And I think a lot of this
new album comes from feelings stirred up by her. Maybe that’s why I like this
one so much better than Ashes? It feels so much more truthful.

Truth — honesty — faith

Sam in Dimitri ’s apartment in
Fullerton, California



Sam’22 - Back in the day, I would fax inteviews to magazines; I retained my
original copy which I transcribed below. Sometimes I typed my answers stream-
of-consciousness and then retyped a clean copy to send the fanzine. For this
collection I’ve shortened interviews to edit out redundant answers from
interview to interview. Reading these, I see that often the writer sent me some
questions, then I added more as if we were having a back and forth conversation
to make it more interesting and natural.

7 November 1990 • UNKNOWN MAGAZINE 

WHEN DID YOUR BAND MAKE ITS DEBUT? AND WHAT INSPIRED THE NAME?
Black tape for a blue girl released The rope in August of ‘86. The record was

the culmination of half a year of self-induced emotional torment. My “birth,” as it
were, from an uncaring/cold human… into a pained searching one. Inspired by
a move to California from Florida and a separation from all that I loved. I was 20
at the time.

When I moved I attempted to annihilate myself through depression. That
loneliness and need to make contact was the incentive for the music that I now create.

The name is something very special to me, and I dislike the need to “define”
it. Words are limited and, very often, utterly useless. The name has a deeply
personal nature, and yet I enjoy that it can be interpreted by the listener. I try not
to intrude too deeply upon others’ interpretations.

That applies, equally, to the music. It provides catalysts and incentives… but
there should be no answer locked into the words or music. It should remain an
open-ended question…

HOW DID THE MEMBERS COME TOGETHER? 
Oscar is the only person (besides myself) to appear on all four of our

releases. It’s a state of flux. With people I meet adding their influences… I like to
interact with people I meet to see what develops in the friendship and within
the music.

AGES?
I am 25. Oscar is 27. Age isn’t significant.

WHO BRINGS A SPECIAL TOUCH TO THE MUSIC?
Oscar has been the male voice of Blacktape for all four releases, and I really

enjoy the energy and aggressiveness that he brings to the part. The more feminine
side of my thoughts has been reflected in Kim’s voice, Sue’s charming British
sound, and now by Julianna. She is powerful, as Oscar is, but also has a very
touching hurt quality that fits in very nicely with the thoughts that influence me.

DO YOU FIND IT ODD WRITING WORDS FOR A FEMALE TO SING?
Sort of, because I realize that they are still masculine interpretations of the

given problem. However, within the depression that led to my discoveries of myself,
I unearthed the feminine nature within my thoughts. My ability to be hurt and to
be happy. The deeper emotional aspects of myself. And it is from here that I create.

ARE THERE PLANS TO PERFORM LIVE?
I’d love to, but it very tough with Oscar and Vicki in Miami, and Julianna in

Tucson. I hope to be able to start playing scaled-down shows at galleries or schools
within the next two years. Perhaps myself and only one vocalist. Not to be
confused with an actual tour which would need to involve a core of four people.
These scaled down shows would probably be of a much more ambient nature…



DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF AN OPTIMIST OR A PESSIMIST?
I personally find myself very optimistic… though perhaps that side of my

thoughts have not yet been captured in my lyrics.
I’m not going to say that A chaos of desire will be the last album of a

melancholy nature… for the sadder thoughts (the thoughts of longing and fear
and desire) are quite often the more interesting… I used to wonder how Robert
Smith could keep on writing sad and thoughtful lyrics now that he’s married and
supposedly happy. It occurred to me that you should always be questioning and
forward-looking. You shouldn’t stop searching.

WHAT POINTS ARE YOU ATTEMPTING TO EXPOUND UPON?
After reading a number of reviews that called my writing existential, I began

to read the writers of that movement, Kafka & Sartre, etc. and discovered, “Ah yes!
I am not alone!” And that is, in a way, one of the precepts of existentialism as I see
it: that the individual is not alone in this world… we are all struggling along the
same sort of path.

I think Kafka is my favorite. He seems to have defined the plague that will
destroy us: LONELINESS. Desperation. A feeling of fate, that there is no way that
we can control our lives. His characters always worship their fears… in the sense
that they let these fears control their lives.

WHAT ARE EXAMPLES OF THAT IN OUR LIVES?
I went around absolutely certain that I was the loneliest person in existence.

Seeing people happy just increased by self-defacement. My assurance that, “Yes,
Sam! You are miserable… and it’s because you are worthless…” Fear keeps leading
on and on, and creating a big cloud of doubts and dread… and this can run your
life… but acknowledging your fears, you can begin to control them.

For example, on “The hypocrite is me” there is the line, “the biggest risk: to
be myself.” The great fear that if we are true to our soul, we will be rejected. So
we corrupt our honest intentions to create a façade that we think others will
appreciate. But that never works because we are always afraid to be truthful…

WHAT POINT DO YOU ATTEMPT TO BRING ACROSS?
An acknowledgement of all these various fears that plague me (us)… That

it is very universal.

WHAT ABOUT CHAOS?
Well, it’s a continuation of the saga. (laughs) I find the music to be a return

to the sound of Mesmerized… In the sense that it is denser and less straightforward
(one of my personal issues with Ashes.) I found Ashes to be a very passive
album… because that was the mental space I was in…

PASSIVE? BUT “ACROSS A THOUSAND BLADES” IS QUITE AGGRESSIVE?
Yes, there are exceptions; but also, that was the last song I wrote on Ashes.

I was in a very un-Sam-like state during the recording of many songs (many of
which were scrapped.) (Sam’22: See the Ashes fanzine for more on those songs.)

I have a concept called “faith” which deals with the commitment that one
places into a relationship. It deals with honesty and trust. And I realized, late in
’88 that I had seriously warped my faith in order to keep from facing the pain of
a crumbling friendship. Well, maybe no one else can tell this when they listen,
but there was a lot of anger that was buried, or ignored. Thus, I feel the Ashes
album has a lot of passivity.

Now, Chaos has that anger bursting forth (as well as the turbulous
ambience). Self-realization of my nature… of how I warped myself. How I had
lost sight of the true nature of my faith. There is a much more aggressive nature.
Anger at myself for not being truthful to myself.



IS IT A STRUGGLE TO PUT THESE THOUGHTS INTO WORDS?
Well, in the sense that a song must not be blatant in the way I am explaining

it to you now… yes! It’s sometimes tough to find a new way to say “it’s your fault,”
and not sound as if that’s what I’m actually saying. (laughs) Often, the realizations
are first spouted in pointed attacks against whomever I felt these things towards.
Then I rewrite the lyrics to keep from being too un-just.

WHAT WERE YOUR INFLUENCES? THE 4AD SOUND
At first Eno, Marc Almond, Jon Hassell, Attrition… I know you are waiting for

me to say This Mortal Coil…. But that’s not the case. I have their LPs, but I never
thought they were the same as what I was doing. (Sam’22: Artists love to deny
the obvious, don’t we?!) I create music that I feel, and this is what I end up with…
I don’t set out with a plan. I just create the music that comes naturally.

HAS BLACK TAPE FOR A BLUE GIRL DEVELOPED ANY SORT OF A CULT 
FOLLOWING, WHAT ARE YOUR FANS LIKE?

A typical fan is (hopefully) introspective, creative, looking for something a
bit deeper than cursory answers to their questions. I would suspect between 16-
25 years old. (Sam’22: Doing the math, that means 48-57 today in 2022) That’s
why Blacktape usually gets trashed in reviews… because the critics are usually
at the point where they are avoiding their own necessary self-realizations. They
are certain the music is pompous and childish.

But I think that the problem has a lot to do with America: our basic myopic
outlook on the world. I mean in the 40s and 50s Sartre was writing the text that
became the basis of existentialism… And people here still laugh at those who
are attempting to uncover their truths. I guess the American dream denies the
basic truth that people are not going to become happy soley through material
gains. In the end, you are just as lonely in your fancy car as you were in the beat-
up Volkswagen. As Jesus was saying in The Last Temptation of Christ: liberation
of the body serves no purpose without liberation of the mind.

SPEAKING OF, WHAT IS YOUR RELIGIOUS ORIENTATION?
Curious. I think that all of the religious fables are rich sources of inspiration

and mental conflict. Perfect research material for a deeper understanding of who
we really are. I think that today’s church has utterly destroyed the concept of God
and Jesus and Adam & Eve. I think that we must look back to the original intent of
these myths… for they occur in all religions and have their own deeper truths.

“Blessed is the one who has suffered: that one has found life.” - the Gnostic
Gospels.

You see, I think that the concept of Christ, sacrificing himself for man, should
be interpreted as an example as opposed to as an idol. I see it as: in our pain and
our love and our potential for true deep passion, we will find our essence. Our
true life as humans. Our full potential.

I have a concept, “From the tightrope” — the highwire of passion and life.
We fall from the tightrope in a glorious fireball of human richness. In the glow of
love and passion and life… and after that pain, you can bounce off the net… and
reachieve your ecstasy. Or you can let the inertia of life drag you down. Weigh
you down. And eventually, you have America: a society of fallen tightrope walkers,
who occasionally look up to the highwire with a distant sort of longing… almost
as if we have forgotten our true nature which is to live a life of glorious happiness
and also glorious pain…. Which is just part of the ongoing cycle. And all of these
people shuffle with eyes down to the muck and the filth. And complain about all
that is miserable in life… and live a desperate life in quest of their annihilation.
For they see no other method of living. And I guess that I suggest that they climb
the ladder and return to the tightrope.



AND WHERE WERE YOU WHEN YOU WROTE ASHES?
In a sort of melancholy limbo. I was in the net and I could still feel the

reverberations of my descent from ecstasy…

AND CHAOS?
I guess that was climbing the ladder a few rungs, but falling back down.

Anger and attempts at realization…

AND NOW?
Balancing upon the wire, quite gloriously.

WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO ACCOMPLISH WITH YOUR MUSIC?
My music is my avenue of expression. Focusing on the topics and the people

who are influencing my life. Mainly the people by which I shape myself and grow
as a person.  As far as accomplishing something? I guess it’s to search out others
of like mind. To find others who are searching, who might be further along or a
few steps behind or just awakening. I always wonder what the deeper reason is
for creating and communicating in this manner. And I think this contact,
connecting with people of similar curiosity, is a fitting reward/inspiration.

11 March 1991 • UNKNOWN MAGAZINE

My goal with Projekt is to release the type of music that I like. Music that
touches upon our emotions and demands a bit more than passive listening. Music
that involves you and hopefully stirs up thoughts and memories and feelings.
Night Circle, an Italian fanzine, used “introspective music” to describe the genre…
and I like that. Music that touches upon your intuition, passion and compassion.

15 April 1991 • BARNARD BULLETIN
Barnard College of Columbia University, NYC

Music That Defies Labels
by Susan Leff

Recently The New York Times called it “Catatonia;” Melody Maker says it’s
“Drug Music;” Columbia University students may dismiss it more euphemistically
as “too artsy.” But when I was first introduced to the genre of music that I refer to
here, there was no term under which this type of music could be easily classified.
Stripped of any recognizable frame of reference, I felt I had no way of describing
the artists I liked; nearly five years later, I’m no more comfortable labeling the
bands below “ethereal” or “moody” than I am with the generic classification
“alternative” (“alternative” to what?)   

Faced with the same conflict, Sam Rosenthal of Projekt Records, an
independent label in California, states, “the generic term I’ve been using has been
ambient-gothic music. The category means, basically, absolutely nothing. It creates
an idea, but it doesn’t really mean anything.” 

Rosenthal, who developed the label in 1983 to “put out various artists of
electronic music,” released his own album of electronic music in 1984. However
despite a shift in his interests, Rosenthal continued putting out music on Projekt,
and soon became the driving force behind a band called Black tape for a blue
girl, creating “music based on emotion.” 

CONTINUED AFTER NEXT TWO PAGES --->
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“The label developed as I developed,”
says Rosenthal, who is still discovering
and putting out various artists in the same
vein as his own band.

So what does all of this mean? It
means that the following bands fall
somewhere along the spectrum of
independently-minded artists who are
creating music, in Rosenthal’s words, “Not
as something to sell, but because it is
enjoyable.” These artists may not get the
airplay that the mainstream artists receive,
but people often hear of them through
word of mouth and become devoted fans
nevertheless. Rosenthal encourages fans
to respond and includes his address on
Projekt’s releases because, “It’s a nice way
to meet people of like interest.” With the
same sentiment, I encourage you to give
these bands a listen and if you have any feedback at all, I’d like to hear it. Drop
me a line here at the Bulletin and tell me what you think… 

Sam’22: This was followed by a review section for a number of artists including
HEXX, Lush, Throwing Music… and a Projekt’s compilation.

Various Artists – From across this grey land no 2 (Projekt). This collection of over
seventy minutes of music may be the best (only?) compilation album of it’s kind
that exists from a small indie label like Projekt. Opening with Arizona-based
LYCIA’s haunting “From Foam,” the path Projekt takes across this grey land is full
of dreamy, poetic tunes like Area’s “Our Corner Drowning.” Popol Vuh’s “In der
Halle Salomos” is a gorgeous meandering piece, as is “Isola” from Skinner Box. 
“A collection of introspective soundscapes” (as the packaging reads) might be a
mouthful for what amounts to some pretty good music.

Music That Defies Labels CONTINUED 

Sam Florida 
Beach 1991



26 April 1991 • MUSIC FROM THE EMPTY QUARTER
parts of the interview cut for space

Blacktape has always been about searching, desire, and passion. The music
starts from electronics, but I try to keep away from anything that might be too
electronic, working towards a lush sound that is augmented by real piano, violin,
clarinet — and of course voices. I piece together fragments of letters and journal
entries into the lyrics. 

All the banging into barriers and invisible rules we mechanically adhere to
leads one to analyze the origins of these problems — as well as the basis by which
we believe those laws.  

As a means of bypassing “the record business” I started Projekt Records, my
label. I release other bands that fit within the genre of gothic-ambient (a term I
made up because I hate labels and figured it was meaningless enough to apply).
Next up is the debut of LYCIA — a guitar-based band that Barry raved about.

Not succumbing to the pressure of a big label is a bonus. It permits artistic
freedom. However it is a problem — in so far as I haven’t the ability to reach all
the people I think would really relate to what I’m trying to do and say with
Blacktape… aside from a track on Dave Henderson’s Headset 2 (“Scream, my
shallow” an 8-minute dark torment-fest, smooshed within a plethora of 3-minute
pop songs), Music From the Empty Quarter is our first real introduction to
England. And I appreciate Barry’s attention.

8 June 91 • Letter to a friend named Rain

Well. Now, I have scrapped the typewriter for a fancy new Macintosh. Which
will make “business” stuff a lot more practical. You asked me how I go about
writing the words… The process is that the music is created first, it is not created
interactively with the other artists. Pretty much, I’m cloistered away in my home
studio — where I write the words + music.  Actually, I improvise it all in the
studio. Playing around until something starts to develop. Then I record it into the
Midi-memory… and keep pasting at it until a song emerges. It is like improvising
with myself. I have never thought up a song beforehand (having no knowledge
of scales or notations or any of that proper stuff.) I just work upon a feeling, and
that’s why the music is closer to the heart! I improvise within whatever
framework I begin to uncover. And that process usually creates a feeling which
leads me towards what words fit with the song. Sometimes, it’s relatively
straightforward. For example, “One last breath” felt like ‘a water song’ as the music
developed. So I looked for lyrics that would relate to the feeling the music gave
me. The lyrics are collages of a sort. They are usually taken and re-edited from my
journal or a letter that I might have written recently. Whatever writing I might
have that reflects what I’m feeling. 

I wrote the words for “Chains of color” in 1986, but the original version was
as dark as all the songs I wrote for The rope, so they were left in my journal. I
updated them twice until they arrived at their present form. Right after I updated
them, I went into the studio. I created the piano song and for fun I tried singing
these words over the top — and discovered they fit with very little editing. So
the mood was appropriate to the words that I came up with as well as the music.

Then I sent tapes to the others. Demos, with guide vocals for the singers…
or things like “perhaps violins here?” They create their parts, and then we record
them together onto the master tape. They do have freedom to be expressive —
but it is within the framework I establish.



As the dedications indicates, my influences are the people who I love and/or
who I am hurt by. Robin. Paula. Susan. Those are my influences in the sense of
where my music comes from. But as far as people who I like… my favorite writer
is Kafka because I think his work embodies the problem that still plagues man:
isolation and loneliness! There is such a stream of desperate hope, trying to reach
out to his fellow man in such an absurd world. His writing might seem depressing
to some, but I find it very uplifting. If you learn from his character’s faults. It’s not
something that you need to mentally work at. Just absorbing his work gives your
brain a reference point of what to do differently… or maybe a better insight into
the overriding problem.

The significance of the band’s name is of a deeply personal nature. Yet I think
it’s pretty understandable too. I discovered the feminine aspect of my psyche when
I moved to California from Florida. I discovered the side that was hurt and lonely
and afraid. The side that was deeply hurt. Within this discovery was the beginning
of my birth as a caring human being which coincided with the birth of Black tape
for a blue girl. So the name is doubly appropriate when I began using it.

I go about marketing Projekt by selling through any music distributor that
will carry it, though the indie distributors are mainly criminals, out to rip-off artists.
I advertise my mailorder catalog anywhere that it is feasible… and do most of my
sales by mail. Suggestions: building up your awareness in the mind of people who
would like your sound. Continual activity. And always willing to try new
approaches to marketing that might fail. Since I love communication, I enjoy the
business/marketing aspect of Projekt. Other people might be driven crazy by it.

Thank you for your nice words about Mesmerized. Along with Chaos, that is
my fave by Blacktape. It was so perfect, it flows so wonderfully together, it lacks
nothing and needs nothing more. I think it is the one that I feel was best realized
of the four!

Please send me a sample of your music and your zine… so I can get a better
idea of what you are all about. Once again, I would be interested in having a track
on one of your compilations. Let me know which one you would like to use and
give me more information on the formalities (contract, royalties, etc). Bye, Sam.

(date unknown) • FREAK OUT, Italy

1 What kind of guy am I? Personal, a bit shy. 
2 Tight in your arms tonight was a compilation cassette of tracks from our

first three albums, therefore the theme was disturbed by the fact that it covered
a four-year time period. A chaos of desire is a complete thought. I worked for a
unified album where the songs are stronger — within the flow of the whole work
— then on their own. The emotions of the album seem very self-defacing. This
was a period of reawakening. During the time I was writing the previous disc,
Ashes, I had subverted my faith (trust/honestly) in order to try to hold together
a relationship that was destroyed. I was lying to myself, trying to avoid the fact
that my trust had been taken advantage of. I realized this and severely reanalyzed
my actions. I uncovered a vast quantity of fears and desires which became the
substance for A chaos of desire.  

3. Chaos is addressed to those who are searching and questioning. Those
who don’t accept the easy answers that society tries to enforce. I feel “childlike”
in my belief that we can overcome stereotypes of the world as a grim & hopeless
place. I believe that we must try to create a better life for ourselves.

Finally, I am always impressed by the response from Italian fans. They seem
much more into our music than Americans. Perhaps the passion & desire reaches
closer to your hearts? Any reason will do, and I appreciate your letters.



10 June 1991 • Chris at CONCEPT PERSONALITY

MUSICAL HISTORY 
Black tape for a blue girl was born when I moved cross country to finish

college in California. This relocation evoked a feeling of intense isolation, born
from the realization that the things I thought were important actually were only
excuses that kept me from realizing more about my true self. The music and
words of Blacktape were born from this stripping away of façades… this
discovery of my truer inner self.

AND THIS WAS AROUND THE ROPE?
Yes. It was on The rope that I expressed this first stage of growth. It was

filled with anger and accusation, because it was hard to accept that it was I who
had done this to myself. My pain was still directed at my surroundings; the one
who I loved… who I felt rejected me. Perhaps I was only worthy of rejection at
that point?

AND HOW DOES THAT DIFFER FROM THE NEW ONE, A CHAOS OF DESIRE?
Chaos is a lot more self-critical. It is an emotional analyzation of how I had

been misleading myself in the relationship that was partially captured on Ashes.
There is nearly four years of growth between The rope and Chaos. This span of
time gave me the perspective to see that many of my problems were mine —
and that I could not blame them on the people who I loved/lost.

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE PEOPLE TO NOTICE THE MOST ABOUT YOUR MUSIC?
I want my music to seep into the subconscious where it can mingle with

dreams and desires and perhaps serve the listener to some useful end.

SUCH AS?
Perhaps as a bit of an incentive. A spark of hope. You see, I do not view life

negatively. I don’t predict the glorious downfall and destruction of mankind that
many goths have taken to heart. I am very hopeful and forward-looking. I get
clumped into the existential area of thought — yet Sartre says: you are only what
you make of yourself. There is no fate or destiny, you make your life, and if you
spend your time moping and saying how nothing can ever be accomplished, then
you will find yourself proven correct. No beatified hand of god is going to come
down and find you that perfect lover or make you a success or happy! You must
do it for yourself. This philosophy isn’t apparent in the lyrics. It is not there to be
noticed. I hope that it can enter your mind through superconscious osmosis.

AND MUSICALLY… WHO INFLUENCES YOU?
No one. Whatever mood I’m in is reflected in the piece that I create at that

moment. The process then entails refining, writing lyrics and suggesting places
for the other musicians to contribute. It’s all relatively improvised around a
structure that I’m evolving. So I never exactly have a set idea how a song will
turn out. Vicki might come up with some fantastic violin accompaniment that
never would have occurred to me which throws the song into a completely new
direction. It keeps it interesting. 

AS A MUSICIAN/LYRICIST, WHAT DO YOU RESPECT MOST ABOUT YOURSELF?
My honesty. What’s the point of art unless it reveals things that might

otherwise be hidden or lost? In my art, I capture the side of myself that you might
never know… if you met me in person.



11 June 1991 • Lara at GHASTLY MAGAZINE

Hello Lara, I put together a brief piece on the band and have enclosed some
artwork that I thought you might like to use. If possible, please run the LYCIA
card as in ad in the next issue of Ghastly. - Sam

Within Black tape for a blue girl, I attempt to create an art that could
accompany your dreams. The music and words might be reminiscent of the things
you wish you could remember when you stumble from your fractured sleep.
Evoking fragments of the past and hopes for the future. The lyrics & stories come
from my moments of introspection and desire, always searching for the next step
upon the path of self-revelation. Those who write to me say that I sometimes
touch upon a feeling, however fleeting, that strikes deep. That touches through
to the core of the possibilities of connection between all of us as humans. This
might sound a bit over-blown. I prefer to think that my music is like subtle waves
that push across you. For some, the rocking motion only serves to annoy… but
for others it is a soothing caress that sometimes takes up arms to fight! A chaos
of desire, our most recent cd/cassette, is the 4th from Blacktape. Combining
powerful electro-acoustic music and occasional serpentine violin from Vicki
Richards. I call the genre “ethereal-goth,” thought others compare it to bands from
England. The San Francisco Chronicle says: “A hidden treasure of a band. Their
sound is lush, full and beautiful. This is beauty with an edge, like recent Dead Can
Dance and Cocteau Twins.” For more information, please contact me at… (CDs
are $14 and cassettes are $8.)

26 June 1991 • Ariel at ALTERED MIND

Ariel, I hope you don’t mind that I have improvised questions that are much
more appropriate to what I feel like talking about? Sure, you don’t…

WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO START THE PROJEKT LABEL?
I started Projekt as a way to bring my art to an audience. I perceive music as

a valid art form. As opposed to a sterling silver rabbit that sits in a posh art gallery
and sells for a hundred thousand dollars (Sam’22: That was a dig at Jeff Koons),
music has the advantage of being accessible to the public. So Projekt began as a
channel by which my thoughts and pains and moments of catharsis could be
brought to others who might relate to the feelings in my work.

WHAT IS THE UNDERLYING IMPRESSION A LISTENER MIGHT GET FROM 
LISTENING TO YOUR BAND?

Connection. Perhaps they’ll feel a bit less isolated from the world. The music
and lyrics are my form of communication, my way of reaching out through the
loneliness trying to find others who are equally searching for connection. Fans
write me to say that my music touches upon deeper emotions. It reaches through.
I feel that words of deep personal introspection do have a relevance to those
who are searching for something more than traditional “YES/NO” answers.

BEYOND THE DESCRIPTION “ETHEREAL-GLOOM-GOTH” HOW DO YOU DESCRIBE 
THE MUSIC? WHAT DISTINGUISHES IT FROM OTHER “ALTERNATIVE” MUSIC?

Blacktape’s music is very honest. The things you might be afraid to talk about
in public… the parts of your dreams that you forget when you awaken. I hope
that I release music that is honest and intense, which is something I sometimes
find lacking in “alternative music” which is often very mainstream. Projekt looks
for music that is likely to remain obscure longer. (laughs) Music that will seem
valid in a couple of years rather than noticeably outdated.



WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ON THE PRESENT STATE OF GOTH MUSIC?
I’m glad to see that there is growing attention paid to this music, because I

know there are a lot of fans out there.

27 June 1991 • ISOLATION MAGAZINE

HOW DID YOU COME UP WITH THE NAME? 
I prefer to leave that up to the listener’s imagination. I don’t like it when

things are given a definite meaning. I think that your interpretation is just as valid
as mine, so I leave it open-ended. The music was my method of releasing the
feelings that terrorized me in my isolation. 

WHO IS ACCOUNTABLE FOR PUTTING THE PROJECT TOGETHER?
I am. The band is my avenue for release. My art — in that I guide the course

of the band’s development. Or perhaps it would be more accurate to say the
course of the band is guided by my development.

HOW DO YOU MEET EVERYONE’S INDIVIDUAL NEEDS IN THE BAND?
Unfortunately, that’s not possible. But then again it’s not part of the plan. The

people who are part of the band understand that this is my art. This is where I
express myself. Oscar and Julianna are artists who help me communicate my
thoughts. I call the band a benevolent dictatorship, because I have the final say
— though I am always open to other suggestions. 

HOW LONG DID IT TAKE YOU TO CREATE A CHAOS OF DESIRE?
About two years. I have the luxury of slowly adding and developing the

music. I put in pieces over time and come back to spots to reconsider how they
are working. I think this adds to the continuity. Instead of having to reach
immediate decisions — necessary when a band records in a studio over a week
— I can think things through more fully.  Also, I scrap more songs than I actually
release, so there is a mental editing process always taking place.

WHEN IS THE NEXT BLACK TAPE FOR A BLUE GIRL ALBUM COMING OUT?
I have only begun working on new music, it is still rather tentative, I would

say it will be at least another year. (Sam’22: This is about Lush Garden)

IN YOUR OPINION HOW HAS BEING IN THE GROUP TAKEN ITS TOLL ON YOUR 
PERSONAL AGENDA?

If anything, the band has given me a forum for that agenda. Previous to
Blacktape, I created many video art pieces. However they never got shown
anywhere except at school; I grew frustrated with the medium. I had already been
working on music… the band seemed like a very natural way to expound upon
my thoughts and feelings.

DO YOU BELIEVE THAT ONE’S OWN DESTINY IS ORCHESTRATED BY A 
SUPERIOR BEING THAT ORGANIZES THE EVENTS OF ONE’S LIFE BEFOREHAND,
OR DO YOU BELIEVE THAT ONE’S OWN ACTIONS INDUCES ONE’S DESTINY AS
TIME UNFOLDS?

The second choice! I think the only supreme beings are ourselves, which
means we are in charge and responsible for what becomes of us. I do not buy into
the attitude that all is hopeless. That there is only despair and death. I think that
we must make the most of our existence. That we must try. Failure is better than
sitting still, hopelessly. It’s better to keep getting back up and trying again, because
life is about pain and then rebirth. Regeneration, which leaves us stronger, and
hopefully a bit happier. Or at least a bit closer to some understanding.



WHAT GUIDES YOU, INSPIRES YOU, TO
WRITE SUCH HYPNOTIZING MUSIC?
LYRICS? 

I was born in Florida, and it rained
every day. And the waves slowly crashed
upon the shore and sent you tumbling
delicately. I think that being surrounded
by water (and lightning and thunder
crashes) got into my head… and made me
more attuned to the mysterious or the
mesmerizing. I think that the aridness of
southern California (where I live now)
would have affected me quite differently.
I still retain the ties to the past.

The lyrics are influenced by the
situations that I find myself in. The people
who I confuse myself over, who I am
tempted by and who I desire. This serves
as my opportunity to examine all the
demons with me – but I attempt to create
an intuitive examination.  

WHAT DO YOU HOPE LISTENERS WILL 
GET OUT OF YOUR MUSIC? 

A sense of connection. A feeling that
perhaps they are not alone. That there are others out there who feel this same
way.  That there are others who feel a bit lonely or are still searching for something
more. I don’t feel so lonely now that I have received communication from others
of like mind.

I OFTEN FIND MYSELF WANDERING THROUGH MY MEMORIES. SOME OF YOUR 
SONGS REMIND ME OF PAST EXPERIENCES. ARE YOUR SONGS TIED TO
EXPERIENCES OF YOUR OWN THAT HAVE MADE DEEP IMPRESSIONS ON YOU?

Definitely! Each of the four albums are documents of the period when they
were created. A momentary capturing of the confusion that surrounds me. A chaos
of desire was written at a point where I was trying to come to terms with a
crumbling relationship. I was trying to return to balance within myself. I was
searching for who I really was, removing all the excess façades I had built around
myself to protect from the fall. From the pain that I felt with the loss of faith. My
love was my faith in this other person. My belief that she wouldn’t hurt me. That
she would be honest with me. That she wouldn’t deceive me. Within Chaos I was
attempting to uncover the truer-me, after nearly a year of deceiving myself.

IS THERE A SONG ON CHAOS THAT IS MORE POWERFUL AND PASSIONATE 
THAN ANY OTHER TO YOU? IF SO, WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO WRITE IT?

“The hypocrite is me” is perhaps the most powerful piece lyrically and
musically. The name comes from a painting from 1986 by my college friend Lak.
What inspired it? I felt that I was so full of lies. So keen to deceive myself and
lead myself astray. So fearful of actually doing the things that I desired to do. It’s
that moment in time when I realized “Ah ha! This is exactly what I want to do.”
And then I talked myself out of acting. Creating a million excuses as to why the
idea wouldn’t work. Or why I shouldn’t do it. Over and over again, I tricked myself
into not doing the exact thing that I wanted. And then return to life and pretend
everything is normal. I think of that as being very untruthful to myself. It is so
destructive to faith and sense of self-worth.

Oscar 1991



LOVE SEEMS TO PLAY A CONTINUAL ROLE IN MANY OF YOUR LYRICS.
FINDING ONESELF LET DOWN, LEFT BEHIND, UNTRUSTING AND UNLOVED.
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO LISTENERS WHO DEEPLY RELATED TO YOUR
LYRICS AND WHO HAVE A SCARRED EMOTIONAL STATUS BECAUSE OF THOSE
LOVE EXPERIENCES?

Be truthful to yourself! Don’t deceive yourself or try to fit into a situation
that isn’t perfect. Too often, I tried to make things work. Tried to trick my mind
into believing things would work out. When really I knew I was just hurting
myself. But, then again, it’s better to be hurt than to be lonely — I suppose? It’s
better to be in pain and searching for more than to accept a boring existence.

21 July 1991 • GOTHIC (probably not the one in Germany)

EVEN THOUGH YOU HATE CATEGORIZATON YOU MUST ADMIT THAT YOU HAVE
A SOMEWHAT TRENDY/GOTHIC-TYPE FOLLOWING. AGREE OR DISAGREE?

I would say I disagree with the use of the word “trendy” because I think that
the people who enjoy the Blacktape fall outside of the limited “goth” category. I
hope that the fans of my music are open to a variety of stimulus and don’t feel
limited to the category.

WHAT KIND OF AUDIENCE DO YOU HAVE? WOULD YOU EVER TRY TO 
CULTIVATE A FOLLOWING?

The audience is diverse; I would say that the thing that is similar is that they
are open to new ideas. They are interested in things that go beyond the given or
the obvious.

As far as cultivating an audience. Well? If that were looked upon as a positive
thing then the answer would be ‘yes.’ I hope to reach listeners who will enjoy the
type of music I create. And that takes a bit of searching in the sense of searching
out publications such as Gothic which potential fans may read. But if the question
is related to “crossing over” into something more popular (IE: Love & Rockets’
commercial rock) then the answer would be “no.” I want people to come to my
music rather than have to subvert my original intent to be more accessible.

ARE YOUR INTENTIONS FOR THE BAND DIFFERENT NOW THAN WHEN 
YOU STARTED?

I don’t think so. I started the band as a method by which I could release
pent-up feelings. My confusion. My personal doubt or dread. In the beginning, I
suppose those feelings were aimed outwards. I was pretty accusatory towards
those I thought had hurt me or tormented me. On A chaos of desire, the knives
were hurled inwards. I was understanding myself better.  The intention has always
been to be honest and to create revealing work. Hopefully it also serves as some
sort of stimulus or catalyst to the listeners’ own quest for personal truths.

We must keep growing. Or we are declining. When you stop, you fall into
stagnation. There have been points in my life when I’ve felt very stagnated. I get
caught up in my misery, and I’m sitting still. I’m treading water, and slowly more
and more waves crash over my head. And I’m sinking further and further into
stagnation. But after that usually comes a great growth in my understanding of
myself. Periods such as that are usually prime impetus for new material, too.

WHO IS THE GIRL ON THE BLACK TAPE FOR A BLUE GIRL ALBUMS?
They are the women who have been significant in my life. The covers of the

albums usually feature the person who was important to the growth within that
period. The rope (‘86) and A chaos of desire (‘91) have Robin on the cover. She



would have been on Mesmerized by the sirens (‘87) except we weren’t speaking
then; she was the person who I first destroyed myself over. I tore myself to shreds
when I moved away from Florida and Robin in 1986. In this transition, I realized
that I pretty much lacked any worthy personality. I discovered the feminine
aspect of myself. I discovered how deeply I hurt, because I had no basis for a
sense of self-worth. I was angry at her and hurt by my feelings for her — but at
the time, I used to say, “I was hurt by her.”

Paula was on the cover of Ashes in the brittle air (‘88). I was in love with
her, for a time. But that love took on the form of a stilted relationship, where I
warped my perspective of love and faith in order to try to keep from admitting
that our love had collapsed. I kept shoveling more and more of myself into the
fire hoping to recreate what we had lost. But that tore through me. I entered a
period of depression and stagnation which became the source of A chaos of
desire: my intuitive analyzation of myself and how I had warped my love — which
I thought was my love for Robin.  Thus Robin once again appeared on a cover. 

I have changed drastically through each of these periods. And thus the one
who was responsible for the growth appears in the images upon my releases.

Sam’22: When I reread this point above, it didn’t make sense to me. I
long believed — and discuss in these interviews — how the lyrics are
about my thoughts on things falling apart with Paula. Just a minute...
Ok. I reread the lyrics and I see that many are about unresolved desire
and hopes for Robin. She’s the one I’m talking about in “Knowing your
voice could awaken me, is what makes my life impossible...” and “You
woke me up, to search for who I really was revealing my loneliness,
unbearable.” “Hypocrite” and “Pandora” seem to be about Paula.

WHAT PROMPTED YOU TO WRITE “THE HYPOCRITE IS ME?”
Being an idiot! Working myself into a frenzy over a situation that I feared to

take control of (fear to express my love) and then realizing exactly what I should
do about it… and then still doing nothing. It was a critique of myself when I was
afraid to say what I really felt.

I was ending the period of giving in and not being truthful to myself wherein
I was very terrified of revealing my true self. Revealing my feelings. I was afraid of
being rejected, I was in the worship-stage of love. Well, it wasn’t love, it was
obsession. I had built up a large bubble of misinformation to try to convince myself
Paula loved me, too. It was all my own lies. I was afraid to destroy this world.
Destroy it by admitting to the reality of my illusion. So I feared the truth. Yet all
the while I knew the truth. “The hypcocrite is me” relates to this lying to myself.

WHAT WOULD BE THE BENEFIT OF SUSTAINING THIS DELUSION?
Avoiding pain, it seems. I think that people prefer to avoid pain and end up

staying in pointless relationships or hiding their true face, in order to keep from
being hurt. Even though I knew we were not in love and that I was trying to
create an illusion of love — it seemed easier to hold all of that together rather
than deal with the broken pieces. It’s like juggling broken glass (my heart) rather
than have all the fragments fall to the ground and destroy me.

Sam’22: I find it interesting to read how my perceptions change the further I get
away from the album’s release...



17 August 1992 • FUTURESHOCK INCISION

HOW HAS THE BAND GROWN SINCE THE ROPE?
I think there has been a natural progression which follows the mood and

flow of my thoughts. The lyrics have matured in the sense that they are less
blameful, or perhaps I understand that it is I who deserves the blame… and not
those who I accuse of my faults. I have begun to make the connections that I
strived to make when I first began creating music; instead of wallowing in the
same little territory of thought (personal isolation) I have spread out to wallow
in a much wider range of subjects. (laughs) Since the time when A chaos of desire
came out, I’ve fallen in love...  

5 September 1992 • ELEGIA

A chaos of desire was a cathartic dissection of the aftermath of a relationship.
Trying to reconstruct a whole from the fragmented pieces. Maybe that is true of
the first four releases: trying to reconstruct myself through intense analyzation.

6 October 1992 • CODEX OF SILENCE

HAVE YOU ANY FORMAL MUSIC TRAINING?
No. Not in the sense that I can remember any of it. I played in the school

band in middle school, but I never knew a sharp from a flat. I purposefully got in
trouble at lunch time so I could miss band class as much as possible.

WHERE DO YOU SEE BLACKTAPE GOING IN FUTURE ENDEAVORS?
The next release is This lush garden within: a disc that is in a way a new

beginning. You could say that the first four releases were lyrically involved in a
whirlpool of passion or passion drowning from not being fully realized. A chaos
of desire was a breaking down of the situation, analyzing how I has mislead myself
and deceived myself with my obsessions.

26 February 1993 • PROPAGANDA

The first two albums had a lot of anger and bile directed at those who I
accused of causing my pain. Ashes in the brittle air was a period of discovery:
realizing that love could not be taken from those I desired but must be received.
And must be lost, too. Every so often, I feel like a veil has been lifted and I
suddenly see my actions more clearly.  Yet by the time of A chaos of desire, I was
once again reeling with turmoil. That period saw even stronger exploration as I
tried to find where the source of the pain lie: within others or within myself.

24 March 1993 • LOBI-ONE

1986 • The rope, the beginning of exploration. A search for understanding.
There is a lot of unresolved anger aimed at the person I blamed for rejecting my love.

1987 • Mesmerized by the sirens, there is still a lot of anger even though it
is hidden within a very lush watery sound. The album is probably my favorite of
the first four, because it seems so perfect to me. It sounded perfect when I
finished it, and it still does now. It came very naturally.



1989 • Ashes in the brittle air, the beginning of understanding, to relinquish
what I am obsessed with — I cannot make it mine just because I want it. There
were a lot of problems during the recording, because Loren wanted to take
control of things. There was an ongoing struggle until I threw out about a third
of the songs and began again. I wrote “Across a thousand blades,” “You tangle
within me,” and “Am I so deceived” very quickly at the end as a result. They came
out very strong, holding a lot of emotion.

1991 • A chaos of desire. When I thought I had things figured out my
foundation was destroyed. The person I had put my faith in pulled back and
destroyed the bonds of love I (misguidedly?) thought we were building. This
album feels like a realization as I began to see even deeper within myself. Each
time I feel I have reached a satisfied level, suddenly the façades are torn away and
I face the abyss. And I (naturally) must jump!

20 July 1993 • TOTENGRABER

No, there isn’t a conclusion to the first four albums on This lush garden
within. Personally, I think that the first four work as a unit. A period of growth
that begins with blind obsession leading to a deeper understanding of myself. It
serves as a travelogue of five years of my life, and I can see where they lead to,
which is a more balanced human, capable of love and understanding.

24 July 1993 • DELIRIUM

This new CD (Lush garden) feels like an advancement for me, as if I am
exploring new territory. The first four albums feel like a unit. A period of my life.
A time when I was very confused and obsessive. I think that as I entered A chaos
of desire I mellowed. (laughs) Which is to say I stopped accusing individuals of
my faults and took time to come to terms with what I was doing rather than what
I accused others of doing. I turned my intensity inwards to see if perhaps some
of the faults lie within myself.

25 July 1993 • To Sara Spau in Rome, Italy

TILL A CHAOS OF DESIRE YOUR LYRICS WERE FILLED WITH SORROW, LOSES,
FAILURES, FEARS. IS PAIN THE ONLY WAY TO KNOW? AND NOW, IS LOVE THE
ONLY WAY TO UNDERSTAND?

I think there was a definite change in my thoughts as I began A chaos of
desire.  And that was a realization of what I brought upon myself. The way I
created situations so I could fail. I tried to love people who didn’t want me and
tried to hide my lies from myself. And this destructive strategy grew very apparent
to me, and I tried to change. It is the feeling that one has suddenly stripped away
years of disguises and façades and discovered yourself a little more truthfully than
before. I personally feel, though, that Chaos is still very full of sorrow, loss and
failure. The album seems very flowing and hard to grasp.

28 August 1993 • UNKNOWN MAGAZINE 

This lush garden is a step forwards away from the cycle of obsessive
destruction which I was going through during the first four albums. I was
searching for something which I thought couldn’t be found. I always was



enraptured by people who were not there for me. People who I gave the power
to destroy me even though I knew they didn’t care to have that responsibility.

Sam’22: on reflection, in answer to the Totengraber interviewer, if there is
a “conclusion” to be found on This Lush Garden, it’s getting away from
obsession — rushing headlong into something new.

19 January 1999 • ZILLO, Germany (interview for As one aflame...)

THE THEME ”DESIRE” SEEMS TO BE VERY FASCINATING TO YOU BECAUSE YOU
ALSO WORKED WITH IT IN PAST ALBUMS. HOW DID YOUR PERSPECTIVE OF
THIS THEME CHANGE FROM THEN TO THE PRESENT ALBUM?

When I recorded The rope in 1986, I was only 21 years old. So my
perspective on desire was not really fully developed. On 1991’s A chaos of desire
it was still about confusion — an unformed view of desire. On As one aflame laid
bare by desire, the desire can serve as a catalyst towards that which the characters
want, the transition they hope to make. A chaos of desire was about the ‘what if
it happened?’ without any understand how to make it occur; on Aflame it is about
‘it could be,’ and sometimes ‘it has happened.’ Desire in the sense of what I wanted
and also how I could achieve that. 

30 November 2001 • To Wang Zen in China

I AM TOUCHED BY A CHAOS OF DESIRE EACH TIME I HEAR IT. CAN YOU TELL
US SOMETHING ABOUT MAKING THIS ALBUM?

Thank you very much. In retrospect, I consider that album the end of a
certain period for me. The first four Black tape for a blue girl albums are “the early
period;” they were all recorded in a very short span of time, in fact five years
(these days, there is only an album every three years — so you can see how those
four are tightly together). Each one was different but fit together in a way. 

I think that Chaos was the darkest of the four. Ashes in the brittle air was an
album with a number of “songs” in the sense that they were shorter and melodic.
That album was written for the vinyl format; it was shorter. With Chaos I had
room to stretch out, and I created longer darker pieces that were less melodic
and more about the sound and the space... It’s an album about the break-up of a
friendship / relationship.

19 February 2002 • GOTHIC BEAUTY (interview for The scavenger bride)

HOW HAS FRANZ KAFKA INFLUENCED YOUR MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS, THIS
ONE AND OTHERS PRECEDING THE SCAVENGER BRIDE?

You’re right because there are Kafka-influences dating back to 1991’s 
A chaos of desire. In those songs, you’d really have to dig to find them and in fact,
nobody ever has. So let me tell you about them. There are ideas in “Beneath the
icy floe” that comes from the suppressing authority in Kafka’s work — the
undefined ‘law’ that his characters allow to squash them. In “Could i stay the
honest one?” I was thinking of the apple that the father throws in The
Metamorphosis when I wrote “if your words lodge within me, burning
streamers....” Because it was the harsh judgement of Kafka’s actual father which
inspired the beetle’s treatment at the hands of the character’s father.... but alas,
those references were probably a bit too obscure.



Sam’22:  Thanks to everyone who backed the
Kickstarter campaign and everyone who

enjoys the music of Black tape for a blue girl.
You made this flashback zine possible. Sam

blacktapeforabluegirl.bandcamp.com
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